
Introduction
In Tuscany, more than in the rest of Italy, the textile sector 

and the clothing sector are considered “excellences”. Thanks 
to this manufacturing base and these territorial characteristic, 
Tuscany is ideal for creating synergies able to rework the 
traditional know-how to new developments and applications 
made possible through the creation of more and stronger 
contacts with academic research community.

The research by promoting the creation of an industrial/
academic network has contributed to realizing a play of strategic 
development able to give value to the Tuscan product.

Today, more than it used to be in the past, it is important to 
have a wider view of the added value, given by the productions 
that involve different entrepreneurs in the same territory; 
an effective network that is able to grant a systematic, multi-
dimensional and multidisciplinary innovation, as it creates 
synergies between different realities (industrial-craftmanship, 
innovation-tradition, etc.) [1].

We can assume that the small/medium companies need to 
comply with the market deep change: that is to stand out of the 
crowd and become an excellence, defend the quality of their own 
products by using technologies and being innovative, but mainly  

 
including in their business relations similar or complementary 
companies and create with them business networks or 
partnerships. 

From made in italy to made in…tuscany 

The expression Made in Italy contains all the Italian 
manufacturing production made of excellence, know-how and 
traditions bond to its territory and worldwide acknowledged. 
Industrial districts (IDs), a cluster of interconnected companies, 
mainly SMEs, operating in a small geographical area, are 
a phenomenon of Italy. Specifically, Italy has found in this 
organisational model a peculiar trait of its economy and a 
relevant source of socio-economic development and growth 
[2-4]. The industrial districts are characteristic elements of 
the Made in Italy production; they are homogeneous local 
productive systems characterised by a high concentration of 
micro/small and medium size companies with a high productive 
specialisation. This kind of organisation allows to divide the 
productive cycle into different phases; each phase is entrusted to 
independent companies which are part of the same geographical 
and productive net. This allows a high organisational flexibility 
and, at the same time, economies of scale that can make the 
finished product highly competitive, even in comparison with 
the product of bigger companies. 
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Territorial identity and local products 

The definition of «typical product» refers to a plurality 
of elements that do not only concern the characteristics of 
the product itself, but also a number of aspects relating to its 
production and to the territory of origin. A typical product is in 
fact closely linked to a territory, which should not be understood 
only as a physical place, but mostly as a set of conditions that 
contain numerous tangible and intangible assets, such as history, 
experiences and processing techniques [5-8]. The set of these 
values then represents the identity of the territory, of which 
these products are manifestation.

In Tuscany there are 15 districts identified by 2011 ISTAT 
census. One of the most important districts is Santa Croce 
sull’Arno situated between the provinces of Pisa and Florence: 
it can boast companies specialised in the whole leather 
production chain, from the tanning to the finished product, 
both in the shoes sector and in the leather industry. Other 
important districts are: the textile-district in Prato that is one of 
the biggest Italian industrial site and one of the most important 
worldwide centers in the field of yarns and woolen fabric [9]. 
The textile and clothing district in Empoli, the third in Tuscany 
as for its dimension and the Casentino and Val Tiberina textile 
and clothing district, situated in the province of Arezzo, which 
is famous for its Casentino cloth. The goldworking district, 
based in Arezzo, can boast a production that from the 70s up 
to now has ranged from modern and old style top jewellery to 
fine goldworking without stones, up to tableware sets and home 
decorations. The Capannori paper district, situated between the 
provinces of Lucca and Pistoia, holds 80% of the paper national 
production and about 40% of the national corrugated carton 
production [10]. The Poggibonsi wood and furniture district‘s 
strength is the production of kitchens, furniture and accessories 
and it can boast some successful top design companies [11]. 
Besides the furniture sector, there are enterprises ranging from 
caravanning to mechanical, getting to the famous marble mining 
and working district in Carrara.There are also a number of craft 
activities such as the processing of straw in Signa (the so called 
«gold of Signa») that at the end of the twenties inspired the film 
directed by René Clair: «A straw hat of Florence» or the laces 
of Tavarnelle that in the period before the second World War, 
when leather were beginning to be difficult to find, were used by 
Salvatore Ferragamo to create refined uppers. 

The importance of tradition 
The concept of typicality is strongly associated with that 

of tradition. The tradition, in fact, is the bearer of distinctive 
characters that show the uniqueness and authenticity of the 
product. Thus the traditional product takes on a connotation 
that could be called “mythological”, thus allowing the past 
to merge with the present. So the memory of a bygone era 
becomes a fundamental added value in terms of uniqueness 
and symbolism, since it assumes a symbolic connotation and 
strongly representative of the place and of that culture [12-15]. 

In recent years, these issues have heightened the interest toward 
the typical products by consumers. In fact it is clear that these 
products perfectly meet the cultural trends of our time, both in 
terms of the protection and exploration, or learning practices 
and ancient knowledge. The contemporary user wants to rich 
out new experiences and authentic high educational content. 
Therefore strategies for commercial development of this type of 
product must, of course, take into account the relationship with 
artisanal production systems that characterizes them [16].

 The limited production capacity, in a quantitative sense, is 
not able to fullfill the needs of a global market, but also makes 
them suitable for meeting the demands of small niche markets, 
focusing particularly on their needs. 

Identity as attractiveness 
In an increasingly globalized world, it is evident that the 

typical characteristics of a territory that represent the uniqueness 
and the identity can be not only a means of distinction from 
the masses, but also an important factor of economic growth 
through the creation of new products.

All tangible and intangible traits of local culture, due to the 
identity of the territory and populations that inhabit it, can be 
marked with the label of «typical» and possess the potential 
to become an attraction. The typicality, however, although 
necessary, is not enough to generate attractiveness: in fact, a 
resource «typical» to become profitable is to be organized and 
communicated in such a way as to be attractive. This means you 
must put in place a process that can make it understandable, 
visible and easily accessible [17].

An object, in fact, becomes attraction when it is recognized 
as such by the users, and the quality that determines the 
attractiveness goes beyond its «use value.»

The objective function of a product loses importance, while 
it becomes extremely significant to the value which is capable 
of transmitting [18]. In this way, a product differs from others 
on the market because of the high load of symbolic values it 
represents. In the contemporary market the affirmation of a 
product is thus not only due to its ability to arouse interest, but 
also and above all, to its symbolic value; therefore the cultural 
legitimacy is the real key of its success [19].

Design and territorial identities 
In the process of exploitation of local and typical products 

identity, design, always covers plus a decisive role. In fact, in an 
increasingly critical economic scenario, where you need to find 
new tools for communication and enjoyment of the territorial 
cultural heritage, design is then able to create added value, to 
make available to users the cultural heritage without distorting or 
altering the essence and to generate innovative project proposals. 
In this view, the global economic crisis is a positive factor for the 
development and the rediscovery of the cultural riches present 
throughout the italian territory, providing the opportunity of a 
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radical transformation which could lead to a new equilibrium, 
causing a major development at both economically and socially 
[20]. The territorial identity, expressed through culture, the 
tangible and intangible assets, becomes growth vector through 
design, which maintains access to knowledge. Design is able 
to create an innovative and necessary cultural development, 
without which we would run the risk of dramatically simplifying 
the content of territorial identity. What is essential, in fact, it is 
to keep firmly the relationship between project proposals and 
the complexity of the matter so, the designer’s task is to provide 
a coherent response to the need to tell the identities through the 
projects [21-23].

The culture of the project - consistent, aware and responsible 
- is able to make the invisible visible, to bring out perceptions 
and intangible wealth, creating a connection between the 
past and future: it is essential to define what is the identity 
of a place,through a careful selection in the survey phase,to 
communicate it better [24]. 

Conclusion
The Italian product is very rich in intangible values and 

cultural meanings that have their roots in their own territory, 
in the social context and in the strengthened techniques. It 
stands out of the international landscape thanks to the quality 
of its forms, its care of details, but also the shapes and materials 
taken from its territory. The Italian product, characterised by a 
product-territory symbiosis, expresses its own human, social 
and historical values through a blend of intellectual and tangible 
knowing that eventually becomes know-how.

The present study (whose main objective has been to support 
the small-medium companies in their search for new synergies 
with universities to developt innovative products as symbols of 
a cultural identity) has enabled to pilot projects that will test 
the feasibility of this organisational model and the possibility 
of using it also in other contexts. The ethicality of this project 
is based on the realisation of products with a high added value, 
given by their uniqueness and by all those intangible aspects 
that connect it with a territory and its unique traditions.

 The final goal of the research is the competitive growth of 
the traditional Tuscan products. The case study on which the 
research has developed is the Casentino’s cloth.

Casentino was the first selected territorial model with 
the precise aim of serving as a guide, as a tool for orienting 
the formulation of strategies of action that may influence the 
quality of the territory. In fact, the project was developed with 
the ultimate goal of adding further value to the renowned and 
traditional «Casentino cloth», and to give renewed impetus to 
the companies that produce it: therefore it was necessary to 
be active on the factors that could contribute to strengthening 
their competitiveness and innovation on a globalised market 

by offering complex formal, technological and typological 
performance.
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